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We collect the world of 
fashion into a customisable 

shopping experience.



1. Why do we search? 
2. Challenges of search for luxury brands 
3. How search is changing shopping
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Why do we search
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Why do we search? 

Search engines aim to to provide the most relevant results - which may not be you…

Do something Know something Go somewhere

Buy, Listen,  

Watch, Read

“Top 10 bags this season” 

“Sneakers to wear with a dress”

Online / Offline
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Search based user journeys 

In very simple terms, we are told this is how people use search before buying

Shoes to wear with XXX Red XXX Red Balenciaga

Arena sneakersBalenciaga StoreArena sneakers at Lyst
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Search based user journeys 

Luxury search behaviour looks a little more like this

Influencer Blog Social Network

Social Network

Influencer BlogSocial Network

Influencer Blog

Shoes to wear with XXX Red XXX Red Balenciaga

Buy Arena sneakersBalenciagaLatest street style looks
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Shoes to wear with XXX Red XXX Red Balenciaga

Buy Arena sneakersBalenciagaLatest street style looks
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Search based user journeys 

And this…



Lyst does search at scale
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Millions
targeted terms

11 thousand
designers promoted daily

$25 billion
wholesale value promoted

1,000,000,000
Lyst promote more brands and products than any single retailer or agency

over paid impressions served a year
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+20 team
focussed on search



Search at scale
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Maintaining brand messaging across multiple brands/products 

Accurate brand representation 

Invest in the most effective areas

Challenges 
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Search at scale

Broad based market insight 

Valuable demand and trend insight 

Immediate feedback through search 

Gain more actionable insights quicker

Benefits  
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Demand and trend insight 

1,500

3,000

4,500

6,000

01 Jan 12 Jan 21 Jan 30 Jan 8 Feb 17 Feb 26 Feb 7 March 16 March 25 March 3 April

Shoulder bags Clutches

The amount of products promoted meant we could evaluate 

over 4m searches in the UK.
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Replicating the luxury experience online 

Brand perception and positioning 

Concerns over authenticity

Many of the previous concerns are no longer relevant

Luxury brands have had to catchup 
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Replicating the luxury experience online 

Brand perception and positioning 

Concerns over authenticity

Consumers’ main concerns were around

Luxury brands have had to catchup 



Intent
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Understanding intent 

Luxury shoppers expect a customer service element 

Understanding intent equates to customer service on search
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Saint Laurent Paris 

YSL 

Yves Saint Laurent 

Saint Laurent 

Intent

Example 
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Intent

Example 

Saint Laurent Paris 

YSL 

Yves Saint Laurent 

Saint Laurent 

300% higher conversion rate 
More fashion competition 
Highest engagement rates
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Intent

Example 

Saint Laurent Paris 

YSL 

Yves Saint Laurent 

Saint Laurent 

Fashion Forward 

Beauty 

Beauty & Fashion* 

Fashion Intent 

* Depending on location & demographic



Search has impacted 
Luxury shoppers
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1. Transparency 
2. Empowered 
3. Mobility



Empowered consumers
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Traditional media hierarchy has changed 

Luxury brands have had to diversify their relationships 

in order to remain relevant 

Search has grown to rely on these diverse signals

Consumers 
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Consumers 
historically 
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Single retailer references 

are not longer applicable
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Search provides more 
options than ever 



Consume media from more sources, in more locations all the time 

We are taking control of the brands and media we are exposed to 

via search

Search has empowered consumers 
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Luxury items are still a consideration 

Consumers inform themselves before  

purchasing 

Shoppers are mainly using search for  

their discovery activity

Empowered  
consumers 
48% of searchers require over 

12 ad impressions across 

different brands before they 

consider purchasing…



Immediacy
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Immediacy

Always on
Not restricted by store opening times

Multiple devices
Never disconnect from the internet

Multiple locations
Browse and buy in different locations

Smartphones allowed for  
another outlet for discovery 
via search 

Successful brands are responding to the 

moments that consumers are in.



Mobile 
snacking

Mobile 
ASAP

vs.



In Manhattan there is 10% more search volume in Soho vs Midtown  
but searchers in Midtown have a 62% better conversion rate.  

Searchers are browsing at home, but buying at work in NYC. 

The upper west side sees the highest search volume and conversion 

rates on mobile for any area in NYC.

Multiple locations 
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Users now expect a relevant 
response to their searches 

location / device / time / query



Final thoughts
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Scarcity is luxurious,  
but visibility is expected
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Search does not dilute a luxury brand with overexposure 

Search demand is a manifestation of the demand generated elsewhere 

250,000 searches occur for ‘Chanel Bags’ per month

Expect you to be there 
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A weak search presence 

leads to a misrepresentation 

of a luxury brand

Expect you to 
be there 
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Burberry take 
digital seriously 
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Search occurs in 
more locations 
than just Google 



Summary
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Search has empowered consumers 
Users expect relevant responses to their needs  
Understanding intent equates to customer service on search 
Search does not dilute a luxury brand with overexposure 
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Thank you 


